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Abstract

This technical report exemplifies the modelling of a Crisis Management System
using an approach which combines aspect-oriented modelling and UPPAAL timed
automata. We show that by taking advantage of aspect non-interference, we can
enable compositional verification and testing. We provide examples of verifica-
tion queries and test traces, and benchmark the complexity of the verification and
test generation activities. The results show that our approach brings clear bene-
fits with respect to compositional verification and testing, compared to traditional
modelling in UPPAAL.

Keywords: Aspect-oriented Modelling, UPPAAL timed automata, Aspect weav-
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1 Introduction
Aspect Oriented Modelling (AOM ) [1, 2] combines the ideas behind Aspect-
Oriented Software Development (AOSD) with those of model-based software de-
velopment, where the main focus is placed on how different concerns of the sys-
tem can be modelled independently and combined later on via composition mech-
anisms. The benefits of using AOM in industrial context as an enabler for scalable
modelling, reducing modelling complexity and facilitating model evolution have
been noted in [3]. In addition, controlled experiments confirm that using AOM
techniques provides models of better quality [4] and significantly improves the
readability of specifications [5].

2 Modelling in UPPAAL
UPPAAL is a tool for modeling, simulation and verification of real-time systems
having strict time requirements. It is appropriate for systems that can be modelled
as collection of non-deterministic processes with finite control structure and real-
valued clocks, communicating through channels and shared variables [6, 7]. It
is designed mainly to check invariant and reachability properties by exploring
the statespace of a system, i.e. reachability analysis, in terms of symbolic states
represented by constraints.

The two main design criteria for UPPAAL have been efficiency and ease of
usage. The restriction to reachability analysis has been crucial for the efficiency
of the UPPAAL model-checker. Another important key to efficiency is the appli-
cation of on-the-fly searching technique combined with the symbolic technique
that reduces verification problems to that of manipulating and solving simple con-
straints. To facilitate modeling and debugging, the UPPAAL model-checker may
automatically generate a diagnostic trace that explains why a property is (or is
not) satisfied by a system description. The diagnostic traces generated by the
model-checker may be graphically visualized using the simulator.

2.1 Basics of UPPAAL Model

The systems in UPPAAL are modeled as a collection of timed automata based
on the theory of timed automata [8] and its modeling language offers additional
features such as bounded integer variables and urgency. The query language of
UPPAAL, used to specify properties to be checked, is a subset of TCTL (timed
computation tree logic) [9].

A timed automaton is an extension of finite automaton extended with a finite
set of real-valued clocks. During a run of a timed automaton, clock values increase
all with the same rate. Along the transitions of the automaton, clock values can
be compared to integers. These comparisons form guards that may enable or dis-
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able transitions and by doing so constrain the possible behavior of the automaton.
Further, clocks can be reset.

2.1.1 Timed Automata in UPPAAL

The UPPAAL modelling language extends timed automata with the following ad-
ditional features.

Templates automata are defined with a set of parameters that can be of any
type (e.g., int, chan). These parameters are substituted for a given argument in
the process declaration. Constants are declared as const name value. Con-
stants by definition cannot be modified and must have an integer value. Bounded
integer variables are declared as int[min,max] name, where min and max
are the lower and upper bound, respectively. Guards, invariants, and assignments
may contain expressions ranging over bounded integer variables. The bounds are
checked upon verification and violating a bound leads to an invalid state that is
discarded (at run-time). If the bounds are omitted, the default range of -32768 to
32768 is used.

Binary synchronization channels are declared as chan ch. An edge la-
beled with ch! synchronizes with another labelled ch?. A synchronization pair
is chosen non-deterministically if several combinations are enabled. Broadcast
channels are declared as broadcast chan ch. In a broadcast synchroniza-
tion one sender ch! can synchronize with an arbitrary number of receivers ch?.
Any receiver than can synchronize in the current state must do so. If there are no
receivers, then the sender can still execute the ch! action, i.e. broadcast sending
is never blocking. Urgent synchronisation channels are declared by prefixing
the channel declaration with the keyword urgent. Delays must not occur if a
synchronisation transition on an urgent channel is enabled. Edges using urgent
channels for synchronisation cannot have time constraints, i.e., no clock guards.
Urgent locations are semantically equivalent to adding an extra clock x, that is
reset on all incoming edges, and having an invariant x<=0 on the location. Hence,
time is not allowed to pass when the system is in an urgent location. Commit-
ted locations are even more restrictive on the execution than urgent locations. A
state is committed if any of the locations in the state is committed. A commit-
ted state cannot delay and the next transition must involve an outgoing edge of
at least one of the committed locations. Arrays are allowed for clocks, chan-
nels, constants and integer variables. They are defined by appending a size to
the variable name, e.g. chan c[4]; clock a[2]; int[3,5] u[7];.
Initializers are used to initialize integer variables and arrays of integer variables.
For instance, int i = 2; or int i[3] = {1, 2, 3};. Record types
are declared with the struct construct like in C. Custom types are defined with
the C-like typedef construct. You can define any custom-type from other ba-
sic types such as records. User functions are defined either globally or locally to
templates. Template parameters are accessible from local functions. The syntax is
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similar to C except that there is no pointer. C++ syntax for references is supported
for the arguments only.

2.2 Aspect-Oriented Modelling in UPPAAL Timed Automata

Figure 1: Generic weaving process

The approach discussed in this report relies on and extends our previous work
on introducing aspect-oriented modeling concepts in UTA [10]. A generic view
of the approach is shown in Fig. 1. Following aspect-oriented principles, differ-
ent crosscutting concerns are modeled independently starting from requirements,
either as a base or advice models. They are then woven into a woven model.

Before we elaborate on AOT, we interpret the AO terminology in the context
of UTA, as follows: A Base Model is a set of UTA processes modelling the base
(primary) functionality of the IUT; an Advice Model is an UTA process or a set of
parallel processes implementing a crosscutting concern, specifying what should
be executed at a given join point; Join points are model fragments in the base
model to where an advice model can be woven (For this paper, we limit our join
points at model fragments composed of an edge with synchronization, however
the approach can be easily generalized to larger model fragments); a Join point
model is the set of join points of a base model where advices can be introduced;
a Pointcut is the set of join points at which an advice can be woven, Pointcut
expression - constraints expressed as guard conditions that are matched against a
base model, at a given join point, for executing an advice; an Aspect Model is a
composition of an advice model and a point cut expression; Woven Model1 is an
UTA in which the base model is woven with all intended aspect models; Weaving
is the process of composing a base model with the aspects specified by the joint
point model; Weaving adapters are model fragments that allow the execution of
and advice model at the designated join points. An weaving adapter encodes the
pointcut expression, the advice type and the join point.

Our approach is based on several assumptions:

1sometimes referred in the literature as augmented model
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• We allow unique instances of the same advice model (defined by a UTA tem-
plate) to be shared by several join points of a base model.
• The execution of an advice is atomic wrt. its join point. This means that once a

join point is reached, the control flow of the base model process containing the
join point will be passed to the advice model and the base model process will
wait for the aspect to complete and return to the same join point. However, this
does not restrict several join points located in different processes of the base
model to be enabled at the same time and thus their corresponding advices to
be executing at the same time.
• An advice model has one entry point and one or several exit points which return

to the same join point. This allows that once an advice is entered at a join point
the control-flow will return to the same join point.
• Advice does not keep internal memory state over different activations, its initial

state is reset each time the execution reaches exit point.
• The base model and advice model can be woven using UTA-specific communi-

cation and synchronisation assumptions, e.g. synchronising the entry and exit
of the advice model with wait in the base model, sharing or refining data be-
tween base and advice model, etc.

2.3 Weaving Adapters
In previous work [10], we defined four types of weaving operators implemented as
weaving adapters. They provide support for weaving an advice before, after, and
around a joint point, similarly to the homonym advice types in AspectJ. The forth
adapter type, conditional, has been suggested based on practical considerations,
as it will be discussed later on. Due to space reasons, in this paper we will only
discuss the adapters used in our example, while we defer the others to [10].

In the current approach, we restrict a join point to a model fragment composed
of an UTA channel synchronisation, either sending (!) or accepting (?), and the
corresponding edge and locations, as shown in Fig. 2. However, our approach can
be easily extended to more complex model fragments, as long as the assumptions
mentioned above are fulfilled. The channel represents a synchronisation of send
and receive actions denoted respectively as (channel!) and (channel?). Optionally,
the edge may carry a guard expression and an update expression.

Figure 2: Model fragment with channel synchronization

The main purpose of the weaving adapters is to allow a systematic and mech-
anised approach for weaving advice models at designated join points of the base
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Figure 3: Generic conditional adapter

model. A weaving adapter has a base model side (BMS) and an advice model side
(AMS) part, each specifying the model fragment to be included in the base model
and, respectively, to the advice model, during weaving.

The conditional adapter (Fig. 3) allows the weaving of a join point before or
after a model fragment. It allows one to pass the control to the advice and return
to a previously reachable location in the base model via one or several exit points.
For instance, the conditional adapter will enable the base model to consume the
channel? synchronisation, but the advice will decide if the base should be exe-
cuted again via exitAdviceRepeat or if the base model should proceed to the next
location via exitAdviceContinue.

Figure 4: Conditional aspect

The corresponding generic aspect model for this advice is shown in Fig. 4. As
one may notice, this model can return to the join point via two different channels.
If needed, the adapter may be extended with more complex behaviour, for instance
with multiple exit points, which we defer for future work.

2.4 Weaving process

In our approach, aspects are woven incrementally, namely, for a given base model
and a set of advices, we weave under certain conditions each advice at all its
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designated join points. In the following step, the next advice is then woven at its
own designated join points. The weaving of an advice is supported via a model
transformation and it is comprises several steps:
• The join points are selected for the advice;
• An adapter type is chosen to be attached to the advice model;
• The BMS of the adapter is inserted in the base model at the designated join

points;
• Different process instances of an advice template are allocated to join points

if they are located in parallel processes of the base model. Otherwise, due to
the sequentiality of join points within a process one instance of advice per base
model process suffices.
• The AMS of the adapter is inserted in each advice process.

3 Compositional Verification and Testing
The efficiency of aspect-oriented verification and testing, depends on whether
these activities can be done compositionally, i.e., if it is possible to infer from
passed verification properties or tests of components in separation the properties
and tests of the specification as a whole. In order to enable a compositional ap-
proach, we need to ensure the non-interference between the components of the
system. In the following, the criteria of non-interference are defined and the re-
lated verification techniques are discussed in detail.

3.1 Aspect specifications
The correctness criteria of aspect models are specified in the form of assume-
guarantee assertions. Assuming a system S comprises a set of aspects A1, . . . ,Am,
then the underlying system and environment models are assumed to satisfy the
aspects’ assumption and the augmented system with the aspect model should sat-
isfy their guarantees. The specification of an aspect Ai is then a pair (PAi , RAi ),
where PAi represents the assumption on the underlying system and RAi expresses
the guarantee of the augmented system after the aspect Ai is woven. Thus, for an
aspect Ai , RAi is the conjunction of formulas of the form:

A� (pointcutAi ⇒ ϕ)

stating that every time the pointcut of Ai is matched, ϕ should hold. Note also
that ϕ is a temporal logic formula expressing what Ai ’s execution guarantees. In
particular, guarantees of the form:

ϕ ≡ A � ψret

are expressing what is expected eventually of each execution of aspect Ai (the
TCTL operator � denotes the existential quantifier over the set of states of a path).
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Since TCTL model checker of UPPAAL does not allow nesting of temporal oper-
ators, we transform the temporal subformuli of

RAi ≡
∧
i

A� (pointcutAi ⇒ A � ψret))

by means of bounded leads to operator ”∼>d”, where d is the deadline of reach-
ing the state where ψret holds. ψret denotes propositional state property using
location constants l ∈ L

(
M base

)
and state variables V (including clocks c ∈ C).

3.2 Verification of Non-interference
We adopt the work on non-interference of weakly-invasive aspects [11] and we
redefine it in the context of UTA, as follows:

Definition 3.1. A weakly-invasive aspect is an aspect model (composed of one or
several UTA processes) that may change the control flow and the values of shared
variables of the base model at the given join point as long as the execution of the
system continues from that join point to any state reachable in the original base
model is preserved.

We define the non-interference of sequential-weaving as in [11]. Let denote
the sequential-weaving operator, AAA = {A1, . . . ,An} be a set of aspects and S a
system, and (PAi

, RAi
) be the specification of each aspect Ai.

Definition 3.2. The setAAA of aspects is said to be interference− free (denoted IF)
if and only if the following property holds:

IF (AAA) ≡ S |=
n∧

i=1

PAi
⇒ S (A1, ...,An) |=

n∧
i=1

RAi

The verification conditions that aspects must satisfy in order to guarantee non-
interference can be summarised now as follows:

1. The aspect Ai is correct by itself

IF 0(Ai) : S |= PAi ⇒ S Ai
PAi |= RAi

This rule guarantees aspect correctness with respect to its specification. Given
that the assumption holds, the system obtained from weaving the aspect and all
possibly inserted aspects, must satisfy the guarantees.

2. Let Ai be the aspect currently being verified and Aj any other aspect. The
rules to detect interferences are:

IF P (Ai,Aj) : S |= PAi
∧ PAj

⇒ S Ai
PAi |= PAj

Then, this rule expresses that when weaving Ai to a system where the assump-
tion of another aspect Aj holds, its assumption should be preserved:
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IFR(Ai,Aj) : S |= RAi
∧ PAj

⇒ S Aj
PAj |= RAi

This rule expresses that when an aspect Ai has already been woven, weaving
another aspect Aj preserves the guarantee of Ai.

In order to guarantee non-interference, the rules above must be satisfied by
every pair of aspects. Symmetrically, corresponding IF rules for (Aj,Ai) need to
be satisfied. When constructing a model of n aspects, for compositional testing
of that model n IF 0(Ai) verification tasks and respectively, n2 IF (Ai,Aj) ≡
IF 0(Ai) ∧ IF P (Ai,Aj) ∧ IFR(Ai,Aj) verification tasks must be solved.

3.3 Compositionality modulo non-interference

In practice, it is not always possible to achieve interference freedom between all
aspects involved in testing. In this case the compositional approach can be ap-
plied in the limited form by grouping aspects by the results of non-interference
verification.

Assuming a system S comprises a set of aspects A1, . . . ,Am which have been
IF -verified and ∼ IF (AAA) denotes the set of pairs of aspects that have interfer-
ence, then the union ∪Tr(∼ IF (AAA)) over transitive closures of interfering aspect
pairs constitutes the finest interference free partition AAA|∼IF on AAA. Note that the
∼ IF -relation itself is not necessarily transitive; the transitive closure here is de-
fined just on the set of aspect pairs that constitute the extension set of ∼ IF
-predicate.

The practical implication of ∼ IF partitioning is that compositional veri-
fication and testing are applicable now not only when IF (AAA), but also when
the subsets of AAA|∼IF satisfy pairwise the IF -condition, i.e. when IF (AAA|∼IF ).
We call this restricted form of compositionality, compositionality modulo non-
interference. Thus, except the extreme case when all aspects are interfering (i.e.
all aspects together must be presented in the test model), due to compositional-
ity modulo non-interference, the aspect-oriented models share the advantages of
compositional verification and testing that may appear critical when verifying and
testing large system builds.

3.3.1 Compositional verification

Assume AAA|∼IF = {A1, . . . ,Am}. For any property ϕi of any Aj ∈ (AAA|∼IF ), its
model checking complexity (in terms of state or time) is equal or less than the
complexity of model checking it on the entire system S:

O(Aj |= ϕi) ≤ O(S |= ϕi), for all i, where i ∈ 1, . . . ,m. (1)
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3.3.2 Compositional testing

With respect to compositionality of testing modulo non-interference of aspect
models, assume the sameAAA|∼IF = {A1, . . . ,Am}, for any test case Ti with cover-
age criteria bounded by elements ofAk, . . . ,Al ∈ AAA|∼IF . Then, Ti can be decom-
posed into aspect-specific test cases T i

k, . . . , T
i
l that are executable respectively on

Ak, . . . ,Al so that Pass(T i
k,Ak)∧ . . .∧ Pass(T i

l ,Al) =⇒ Pass(Ti, S), where
any of Ak, . . . ,Al includes a base model, adapters and advices of corresponding
aspects included in it. Then, the complexity of any test case executed on the aspect
model will be less than executing it on the complete system model S:

∀i, j : O(T i
j ,Aj) ≤ O(Ti, S), (2)

whereO denotes either state or time complexity of computing test control stimuli.
The validity of formula (1) and (2) stems from the fact that the aspect models

are always subsets of the entire model S. The performance gained is demonstrated
experimentally using the case study in the following section.

4 Crisis Management System : A case study for the
aspect-oriented modeling

We take as example a specification inspired from the Crisis Management System
(CMS) proposed as reference case study in [11].

The relevant actors involved in CMS are: Coordinator and external resource.
The coordinator receives calls from witnesses reporting an incident and initiates
new missions. Each mission has a type which tells the number of resources that
have to be allocated. Three features of the CMS will be modeled:
ResourceAllocation. The system consists of three entities: Coordinator, cSys-
tem and Resources. A mission needs to execute within a specified time Mission-
Time (MT). The coordinator initiates the mission by sending a message to control
system cSystem. The latter is responsible for allocating Resources for the mis-
sion and waiting for them to complete their tasks. When Resources complete
their tasks within the total allowed time for a mission, cSystem informs the Co-
ordinator about the successful completion of the mission. If a Resource cannot
be allocated, cSystem will try to allocate the next available resource. If cSystem
cannot allocate the required resources within MT, then the mission will timeout
(and go to a degraded mission mode, not discussed in this report). If not all Re-
sources complete their task within MT, then the mission is considered failed and
the Coordinator is notified.
Authentication. Every Resource needs to authenticate itself before it can be allo-
cated to a mission. The authentication process for every resource requires between
Min time and Max time to validate the credentials. In case of an authentication
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failure, a resource will try to re-authenticate. Three consecutive unsuccessful at-
tempts will result in a resource failure and it cannot be used for the current mission
any more.
Execute Critical Mission Each Resource has a Time to Travel (TTA) to the mis-
sion site and a time to handle the mission once arrived (time at location). When-
ever an allocation request is received by a resource, it will calculate its feasibility.
If it does not pass, the resource will decline the mission and notify cSystem.

4.1 Modelling CMS

For evaluation purposes, we develop in parallel two versions of the system spec-
ification (in the following referred as flat and, respectively, aspect model), one
using traditional, non-aspect-oriented methods and one using the aspect-oriented
method proposed in [10] and the non-interference rules defined in Section 3.
Abstract Timing Requirement The models presented in Fig. 5 are the starting
point for both approaches, modelling the resource allocation feature. Briefly,
CMS receives requests for new missions and starts allocating resources accord-
ing to the type of mission. When all the resources have completed the mission
(allDone()), it will notify the coordinator that the mission is over (missionDone!).
Resource1 awaits to be allocated to a mission and then it notifies when its task is
done. A system can and should have more than one resource, as minimum number
of resources required for the selected mission type. We evolve the system speci-
fication by incrementally adding the additional features (presented earlier in this
section) using both approaches.

Figure 5: Initial CMS System Specification

Both approaches are developed incrementally by adding a feature at a time.
This allows us to investigate the behaviour with respect to compositionality.
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4.1.1 Traditional Approach

In the traditional approach (flat model), we modelled the case study with a single
resource process and avoiding functionally to spread across multiple processes.
Flat Model with authentication feature: Fig. 6 depicts the flat model with au-
thentication feature.

Figure 6: Flat model of resource with authentication

Initially, a resource receives an alloc? synchronization from cSystem to start
the mission and changes its status as started=true. This status is used by cSystem
to make sure that the number of required resources are contacted. After it has
being contacted by cSystem, resource starts to authenticate. The process of au-
thentication is non-deterministic and time bounded by [Min time,Max time]. The
loop edge on location Auth represents a failed authentication attempt. If resource
failed in three consecutive attempts it will evolve to FailedAuthentication location
and marked authFail. The failed resource becomes unusable and will never be
contacted again during the execution of the current mission.

Moreover, a successful authentication evolves a resource to a committed lo-
cation where the mission critical information is used to check resource feasibility
(an abstract check) by comparing the current time (clock c) with the MT. In case of
in-feasibility, the resource is marked as timeout and evolve to a ResourceTimeOut
location becoming unusable. cSystem will contact another resource if available
to execute the mission. The feasible resource proceed towards location atLoc to
perform mission related tasks. After spending some time at location, the resource
informs cSystem about the completion of its task by emitting a synchronization
(done!) and moving to ResourceDone location.

Fig. 7 shows three resources along with cSystem and Coordinator. Two out
of three resources were required to complete the mission. The flatResource1 has
failed the authentication and became unavailable. The other two resources namely
flatResource2 and flatResource3 have completed their task within the mission time
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Figure 7: CMS with three flat resources including authentication feature
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(MT). When all the required resources completed their tasks and informed the
cSystem, cSystem marked the mission status to done and informed the coordinator
about the status of mission by sending a missionDone! synchronization.

In order to incorporate Execute Critical Mission feature, we introduce some
refinements in the resource model presented in Figure 6. The refinements intro-
duce a new location Travel and feasibility checks on the edges. The feasibility
check are performed by using resource TTA and timeAtLocation.

Fig. 8 depicts a typical flat resource having both authentication and execute
critical mission feature. After getting an alloc synchronization from cSystem,
resources are required to authenticate in order to receive mission critical infor-
mation. After authentication, resource assesses its feasibility for the mission and
proceeds to Travel. In case of infeasibility or failed authentication, the resource
moves to a failed state, after which it can not be used for the mission. If a resource
is not feasible for the mission, cSystem will try to allocate another resource. In
case of not having enough resources, the mission will fail and cSystem informs
coordinator about failure. Moreover, successful required resources (that reach the
location and perform their task within mission time) contribute to overall success
and mission is completed when all required resources have successfully reached
the location Done in the model.

Fig. 9 shows a typical situation when three resources are available and two
of them are required to complete the mission. Initially cSystem contacted fla-
tResource1 and flatResource2 for a mission via sending an alloc synchronization.
The unsuccessful authentication causes flatResource2 to become unavailable. The
next available resource, i.e. flatResource3, is then contacted by cSystem. After
successful authentication, both flatResource1 and flatResource3 fulfills the feasi-
bility for the mission and contributes towards the success of the mission.
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Figure 9: Flat Resources with authentication and critical mission execution
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4.1.2 Aspect-Oriented Approach

The aspect-oriented approach is based on identifying the cross cutting concerns
in the system. The authentication and execute critical mission are modelled as
advices which will be weaved in to base model, namely in the resource process.

Authentication advice The requirements for authentication presented in Section 4
are modeled as separate process depicted in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: Authentication Advice

The authetication advice has one entry point eAuth? and two possible exit
points i.e. exAuthT! and exAuthF!. The execution of advice begins with receiving
an eAuth? synchronization from a join point in the base model. The time bounded-
ness of authentication process is modeled by using location invariants and guards
on a local clock cl. Due to non-deterministic behavior of authentication, the re-
quirement for three possible attempts is modelled in the advice by using a loop
edge at auth location. Whenever a failed authentication is encountered, the local
counting variable failedAttempts is incremented. After having three consecutive
failed attempts the authentication fails and sends an exAuthF! synchronization to
base model by taking corresponding edge back to idle location. The same failed
authentication synchronization is also used for timeout purpose when resource
takes more time than MT during the authentication process. Moreover, a suc-
cessful authentication is communicated via exAuthT! synchronization to the base
model.
Base model with authentication advice: The authentication feature modelled as
an advice for the aspect model and weaved into resource base model by using con-
ditional adapter presented in Section 2.3. The weaving process introduces three
more location in the original resource model presented earlier in Fig. 5 section 4
due to the nature of the adapter which has a base model side and an advice model
side. Fig. 11 depicts the resource model after weaving the authentication advice
with conditional adapter after alloc? channel.

The resource weaved with authentication advice (in the following referred to
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as an aspect resource) is allocated via alloc? synchronization and immediately
starts authenticating by entering the authentication advice via eAuth! channel.
Due to the conditional nature of the adapter, it has two exit points i.e. exAuthT?
and exAuthF?. The exAuthF? exit point is reached whenever authentication is un-
successful and aspect resource evolves to ResourceTimeOut location and become
unavailable for the current mission.

Moreover, after having a successful authentication (exAuthT?), the aspect re-
source resumes its normal execution by allocating and checking the feasibility of
the aspect resource. Eventually, the aspect resource will finish its task and inform
cSystem via done! synchronization.

Figure 11: Resource base model after weaving authentication advice

Fig. 13 shows a typical scenario when two required resources out of three
available resources are successfully authenticated and completed their task.

Figure 12: Execute critical mission advice

Execute Critical Mission is modelled as an advice shown in Fig. 12 and requires
that the resource arrives at the location within MT. Thus, we characterize each
resource availability by its distance to the incident site, specified as a TTA (time to
arrival) variable. A resource can be allocated to a mission only if its TTA is less or
equal to the mission time. This aspect is woven in the base model at the alloc[i]?
join point using the conditional adapter as described in [10]. One should note
that for readability purposes we do not include pointcut expressions and original
model segments in our woven models.
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Fig. 14 depicts the aspect version of CMS. The additional functionality is mod-
elled as two advices, which are also incrementally woven in to the base model.
The Execute Critical Mission advice details how a resource executes the mission.
Beside the number of required resources, a critical mission requires that the re-
source arrives at the location within a given time (i.e., Time to arrive or TTA in
short). Thus, we characterise each resource availability by its distance to the in-
cident site, specified as a TTA variable. A resource can be allocated to a mission
only if its TTA is less or equal to the mission time. This exemplifies one possible
option of weaving advice models, as a refinement of an abstract model.

5 Bisimulation
In order to ensure that the flat and aspect models have exactly the same observable
behaviour we employ bisimulation. Intuitively, two UTA are bisimilar if they
accept the same timed language, i.e., they perform exactly the same observable
action transitions and if they reach bisimilar states. In other words, each of the
systems cannot be distinguished from the other by an observer. Bisimilarity is
symetrical. Bisimulation for timed automata has been originally introduced by
[12] and as shown in [13] it is decidable for parallel timed processes.

In order to observe bisimilarity between different versions of the flat and as-
pect models, we follow these steps:

1. we compose a new UTA model containing both a flat and an aspect model,

2. we decide the observable interface between the two models, that is the ac-
tion transitions to be observed,

3. we add additional, side-effect free, synchronization channels between the
models for the observable actions,

4. we verify that the complete model never deadlocks on all possible paths.

5.1 Authentication bisimulation
In order to observe the behaviour of the authentication feature and to assure that
both flat and aspect models behave in the same way we have identified the follow-
ing:

The Observable interface are the inputs and outputs available to an external
observer (i.e. in our case cSystem). Fig. 15 shows the bisimulation system with
a observer. One can notice that we refined cSystem to accommodate observable
behaviour along with environment behaviour for CMS authentication feature. The
committed locations between alloc! and b alloc! and done? and b done? matches
both system moves. Additionally, at time out (TO) and failed mission (Misson-
failure) locations were also refined to observe the behaviour of both models by
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Figure 13: Aspect resources with authentication advice
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Figure 14: Aspect Model with three resources and their respective authentication
and execute critical mission advice.
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adding a committed locations and corresponding observable channel to compare
the behaviour of both systems.

The non-deterministic behavior of authentication was synchronized by adding
an extra channel synchronization EnterAuth between flat and aspect model to en-
sure that both models must perform re-authentication simultaneously. In order
avoid deadlock at a terminal location, we added loop edges around Done, TO and
Missionfailure locations. To assure that both models are similar in behaviour we
used a A[] not deadlock formula to check that no deadlocks were present in the
model which guarantees that bisimulation is successful and both models can not
be distinguished with respect to their behaviour.

5.2 Bisimulating complete flat model vs. aspect model
The incremental addition of execute critical mission feature results in new flat
and aspect model. To assure similar behavior of both models, we bisimulate the
models with the same observable interface as mentioned in section 5.1. Fig. 16
depicts a full bisimulation models with observer (cSystem). In order perform a
bisimulation, we have added few synchronizations between flat and aspect model
of the resource to ensure the model behaviour strongly complies with each other.
The AuthSuccess after a successful authentication and EndExec after exiting the
execute critical mission feature serve the purpose.

Similarly, we also avoid the deadlocks at terminal locations via adding loop
edge with corresponding synchronization with their counter part having commit-
ted location in between. We assured that there are no deadlocks occurred during
bisimulating the models via using TCTL formula : A[] not deadlock.
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Figure 15: Bisimulating authentication feature
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Figure 16: Bisimulation full flat and aspect models
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6 Verification and Testing
The correctness of a system involves demonstrating that the specified system
meets specifications and performance deadlines in every case and, in particular, in
the worst case. In order to achieve that, we verified the modeled systems against
specifications and deadlines. The incremental approach allows us to verify the
system at every stage during the modeling. Following text presents the details
about verification rules and required effort in terms of state-space/time.

6.1 TCTL verification formula

The verification process of UTA model mainly is based on specification and tim-
ing requirement. To conforms the specifications and time requirements, we opted
and verified the following TCTL formulas on flat and aspect models.

Query Requirement: If two out of three resources are available and feasible, the
mission will always succeed.

A[]cSystem.Done && c <= MT imply

((xResource1.ResourceDone && xResource2.ResourceDone) ||
(xResource1.ResourceDone && xResource3.ResourceDone) ||
(xResource2.ResourceDone && xResource3.ResourceDone))

(1)

Note: The above formula is in a general form, one may replace x with flatRe-
source or aspectResource to verify flat and aspect models respectively.

Query Requirement: If two resources authenticate in maximum allowed at-
tempts will always succeed within mission time if they are feasible.

E <> ((((xResource1.ResourceDone && xResource2.ResourceDone)

||(xResource1.ResourceDone && xResource3.ResourceDone)

||(xResource2.ResourceDone && xResource3.ResourceDone))

&& ((xResource1.count == 2 && xResource2.count == 2)

|| (xtResource1.count == 2 && xResource3.count == 2)

|| (xResource2.count == 2 && xResource3.count == 2)))

&& (cSystem.Done && c <= MT ))

(2)

The count variable in the above TCTL formula represents a re-authentication
counter. In the case of aspect models, it must be replaced with failedAttempts to
correspond with aspect model. Furthermore, the above formula will also generate
a diagnostic trace as a result of a successful verification. We used these traces in
Section 6.4 to observe the coverage during the verification process.
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TCTL Formula Models State Space CPU User Time Memory
Models (Explored states) (miliseconds) (kB)

Abstract 131 0 35 940
M1 13 211 359 38 172
M2 59 105 3 198 50 244

AM1 13 319 453 39 392
(1)

AM2 64 069 4 695 52 176
Abstract 131 0 35 940

M1 5 174 171 37 028
M2 52 984 2 980 42 896

AM1 4 815 156 38 560
(2)

AM2 54 573 4 165 43 940
Abstract 131 16 35 408

M1 13 999 780 38 220
M2 57 491 5 055 50 012

AM1 12 479 999 39 088
(3)

AM2 62 457 6 942 52 056

Table 1: Verification Evaluation

Query Requirement: The system should not be in deadlock state except when
allowed.

A[] deadlock imply

(cSystem.Done || cSystem.TO || cSystem.MissionFailure)
(3)

6.1.1 Verification Evaluation

To evaluate verification effort, we verified the TCTL formulas presented in section
6.1 on each flat and aspect models. The Table 1 depicts the verification effort in
terms of state space, verification time, and resource usage (memory). For this
purpose, we used an Quad-core 3.20 GHz desktop pc with 8 gigabytes of ram
running Windows 7 operating system and latest version of UPPAAL (14.1.19).

The M1, M2, AM1 and AM2 in Table 1 represents the flat model with authen-
tication, flat model with authentication and execution, aspect model with authen-
tication advice and aspect model with authentication and execute critical mission
advices, respectively. The TCTL 2 formula does not applicable to the abstract
model due to absence of authentication details.

The graph shown in Fig. 17 represents the state space growth. The TCTL 3
formula presented in section 6.1 are verified on all the flat and the aspect models
including abstract model.

By observing the Fig. 17, one may notice that despite having more locations
and edges due to weaving adapter and segregated advices, the state space growth
is polynomial and having R2 = 1 which implied the accuracy of polynomial
regression as compared to flat models having exponential growth. However, the
state space of the flat models are exponential and having R2 = 0.91271.
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Figure 17: State space comparison using TCTL formula on flat and aspect models

6.2 Aspect non-interference

We specify the correctness of different models as assume-guarantee assertions.
We formulate the latter as verification rules in TCTL. For each aspect we specify
its assumptions and guarantees. An excerpt from these assertions is given below.

For the authentication aspect: PAuth : true, RAuth: resource should always
authenticate in less then 3 attempts and less than MT time. For the execute
mission critical aspect: PEMC : resource should be authenticated and feasible
(authTime+TTA+timeATLocation ≤ MT), REMC :resource will complete its task
in MT. By using these assertion-guarantee conditions, we verify the aspect non-
interference conditions of Katz and Katz discussed in Section 5.2. This approach
allows us to detect interferences among aspects automatically. For instance, when
weaving Authentication and Execute Critical Mission into the same base model,
we were able to detect an interference between the two aspects which makes the
system violate the guarantee RGCMSW

: all allocated resources are authenticated
and reach the site in MT time units. This is due to the way in which the authen-
tication is modelled, as it introduces additional delays in allocating the resources.
In the case of using the current model of authentication, a resource could reach
the site in minimum AuthMinTime + ECMTTAi

time units.
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Model State space explored
Base with Authentication Advice 13 319
Base with Execute Critical Mission 9 328
Full Flat Model 59 105

Table 2: Verfication effort on isolated and full flat model.

6.3 Compositional verification
For the verification of the IF rules for the authentication and mission aspect stated
in the previous subsection we verified the TCTL formula:

A[]cSystem.Done && c <= MT imply

((aspectResource1.ResourceDone && aspectResource2.ResourceDone)

||(aspectResource1.ResourceDone && aspectResource3.ResourceDone)

||(aspectResource2.ResourceDone && aspectResource3.ResourceDone))

(4)

Initially, we verified the above TCTL on Base model weaved with authentica-
tion which is the same as shown in Fig. 13. The base model weaved with execute
critical mission advice is depicted in Fig. 18.

Figure 18: Base model weaved with execute critical mission advice

In order to have comparable results, we tested the above TCTL formula first on
the full flat UTA model and on the different aspect models. The formula is appli-
cable on all different aspect models because in each case details of the execution
of the aspect not under verification were not present. Fig. 19 shows that for the
full flat model the states explored reached 59 105. For the authentication aspect
woven with the base model the states explored reached 13 319 and for the base
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woven with the execution aspect the states explored reached 9 328. Table 2 clearly
shows that the verification effort on aspect models is smaller due to compositional
verification. For this case study even the sum of the individual verification effort
on the aspects is still less than for the full flat model.

6.4 Compositional testing

The process of compositional testing mainly consists of testing individual aspects
in isolation. It is assumed that the effort to test an isolated aspect will always
be less than the effort to test the same complete non-aspect model. In order to
evaluate the effort, we measured the state space and/or time. Moreover, inspecting
test traces for isolated aspect coverage will also reveal useful information about
aspect coverage and trace inclusion.

In order to compare results, we generate test traces using verification queries
on both full flat and individual isolated aspect models to measure and to obtain the
test trace. We reduce number of resources in trace generation formula to increase
the observability. Additionally, we compared the test traces to ensure feature cov-
erage in full flat model and via aspect coverage in isolated aspect models.

Fig. 20 depicts simulation traces generated by same TCTL formula verified on
four different models namely Abstract Resource, Base with Authentication, Base
with Execute Critical Mission and Full Flat Model. The insertion point represents
the location where part of the authentication and execution trace can be inserted.
After inserting the aspect model traces into abstract base model trace, they became
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Figure 20: Simulation traces: trace equivalence of full flat model and isolated
aspect

equivalent to the full flat model trace. The conjugated trace will also ensure the
individual aspects coverage since they are compositionally tested and verified.
The left over states are mostly those common states which are already present in
the abstract base model.

The above observation confirms that our assumption about compositional test-
ing effort is less than the effort required in normal flat model. Nevertheless, the
combine effort required by isolated aspect model is still less the effort required for
full model.

7 Benefits and Drawbacks

During the modeling of the case study, the separation of crosscutting concerns
brings two main advantages:
• Compositional simulation and verification of aspect models is easier than for

normal flat models.
• Due to separation of concerns, single update and reusing the aspect is easily

possible.
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Moreover, due to in weaving process and the presence of adapter and extra
clocks the state space size is increased. However, the readability and diagnoses is
much easier then flat model.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we searched the answers to the following questions: How aspect
models facilitate compositional verification and testing? and How the composi-
tionality can be lifted from single aspects to aspect groups we refer to as compo-
sitionality modulo non-interference.

When addressing these questions, we have introduced aspect-oriented con-
cepts in the context of UTA specifications with the purpose of creating more mod-
ular specifications which facilitate the compositional testing and verification. A
set of generic adapters are used for systematic and tool-supported weaving of
UTA-based aspect models without modifying the underlying UTA formalism. In
addition, verification rules can be specified in TCTL for ensuring the validity of
the weaving process.

Besides improving human comprehension and traceability of requirements
the modularity of aspect oriented models provides means to benefit from mod-
ularity in testing. We have shown under which conditions the aspect-oriented
model-based testing can be conducted compositionally. For this purpose, we used
assumption-guarantees assertions for verifying the non-interference of aspects via
model checking. The non-interference analysis facilitates conformance testing by
allowing one to construct aspected models which satisfy compositional testing
criteria. That is one prerequisite of scaling up the testing process to the industrial-
strength methodology.

In future work, we plan do define aspect-oriented coverage criteria for UTA,
which will allow focusing of the test generation on specific parts of a models.
We also plan to conduct a larger case study in which to evaluate the scalability
of the approach as well as its efficiency w.r.t other test coverage criteria and its
advantages from the point of view of incremental test suite updates.
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